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Location of the event & accommodation

- The venue of PP-22 – The Palace of Parliament
- Over 30,000 sq.m./200,000 sq.f., with more than 40 halls and corridors used
- 18 hotels for PP-22 – rating from 3 to 5 stars
Access to PP-22
Visa, Travel & Transport

**Arrivals and departure at Henri Coanda International Airport**

- Guidelines for obtaining a Romanian visa - [https://bucharestpp22.gov.ro/visas/; visaPP22@ancom.ro](https://bucharestpp22.gov.ro/visas/; visaPP22@ancom.ro)
- Welcome and information desks;
- Dedicated passport control for diplomatic passports;
- VIP Airport Lounge access **limited to one per delegation** for a MIN/DMIN*
- Dedicated car and driver **limited to one per delegation** for a MIN/DMIN*
- A Host Country Protocol Representative/Liaison, as well as Embassy representatives, if available, will greet the VIPs in the lounge;
- The Embassies are welcomed to provide transportation for their VVIP/VIP member/delegation for the duration of the conference.

*Please consult [https://pp22.itu.int/en/protocol-services/](https://pp22.itu.int/en/protocol-services/) and provide the relevant information to the designated Host Country Focal Point, Mr. Alexandru Ionașcu (protocolPP22@ancom.ro) no later than 10 September 2022.*
Registration, badges/pins/lanyards

**Special procedures for high-level delegates’ registration**

For VIPs:

- Distinctive VIP badges, pins and lanyard can be collected on their behalf by an authorized third party at the PP-22 Registration Desk at the Parliament Building from Friday 23 September 2022;
- Sent to the registration service (sg-registration@itu.int) an ID photograph of the registered VIP, no later than 1 September 2022;
- Portrait mode photograph, in JPEG format;
- It should be named as follows: IDnumber_Name_Firstname_org.jpg and must not exceed 32 characters (example: 1023456_Dupont_Jacques_SUI.jpg)
- Please complete the dedicated Form for VIP/VVIP logistic details. (https://www.itu.int/online/mm-new/scripts/s/gensel91)
Facilities for VIPs

Access to the conference center

- A designated drop-off/pick-up point for VIPs with a distinctive pin and lanyard for quick security screening;
- A VIP Lounge and two private bilateral meeting rooms
  (For reservations contact ITU Protocol Service, Mr Mario Castro Grande - protocol.service@itu.int)
Over 200 VIPs and VVIPs at PP-22

Definition of VIPs

- **(VVIP)** Heads of State, Heads of Government, Vice-Presidents, Crown Princes/Princesses and spouses thereof;
- **(MIN)** Cabinet Ministers/Secretaries, Heads of Telecommunication-ICT Administration with Minister rank, Heads of Regulatory Agencies with Minister rank, Executive Heads of UN specialized agencies;
- **(DMIN)** Deputy Ministers;
- **(AMB)** Permanent Representatives/Observers, Ambassadors, Special Envoys.
Side events themes

**Greening actions**
- Reduce energy consumption;
- Recycle biodegradable products;
- Choose a green mode of transport;
- Reduce paper consumption;

**Ministerial Roundtable**
- 25 September - Ministerial Roundtable: “Building a better digital future for all”;

**An inclusive and Gender - Responsive PP**
- 30 September - the Women Leaders in ICTs High-level Panel and Networking Breakfast to be held in the Palace of Parliament;

**Dedicated events for VIP & VVIP**
- 25 September - classical music concert and cocktail at the Romanian Atheneum;
- 4 October - musical show and cocktail at the National Bucharest Opera;
Cultural & Touristic events organized by the Host Country

- **26 September** - Opening ceremony at the Palace of Parliament;
- **26 September** - Host country reception at the Face Convention Center;
- **01 October** – Trips outside Bucharest
- **02 October** - "History and Traditions" reception at the National Village Museum "Dimitrie Gusti";
- **05 and 06 October** - Performance at the Bucharest National Opera;
- **08 October** - Trips outside Bucharest
- **09 October** - Trips outside Bucharest
- **14 October** - Closing ceremony at the Palace of Parliament.
Gifts sent by participating countries

Rules for sending freight

• The process of transportation should be “door to door”, mentioning the Delivered Duty Paid (DDP);
• Packaging should be 120 x 80 cm (European pallets standard);
• Gifts will be deposited at the Palace of Parliament, S2 entrance, address: 2-4 Izvor street, District 5, Bucharest, Romania;
• Contact e-mail address: customspp22@ancom.ro
Covid-19 restrictions

The restrictions remain lifted

- Wearing a protective mask is no longer mandatory in open or enclosed spaces;

Travel conditions

- No green certificate & PLF form;
- No quarantine on arrival in Romania;

Romanian authorities recommend:

- Vaccination;
- Wearing a protective mask in crowded open spaces, on public transport, in enclosed spaces, avoid crowded places, whether they are closed or open;
- Washing hands and using an antiseptic;
- Testing those with symptoms and presenting to an assessment centre for treatment;
- Isolation is recommended for confirmed infections
Thank you!